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 Sometimes when I wake up on a Sunday and the sun is shining it’s, oh what a lovely day for a hash. 
Then it dawns on me OMG it’s a deadly teddly effort; I wonder what doom will befall us all today. Will it 
be a half marathon, a ridiculous A to B or just the usual cock-up. Anyway it’s unseasonably warm and 
sunny so after a good chit chat with 18 or so fellow hashers, in the titchy-witchy car park, I’m all perky 
by the appointed hour. But hey; no G.Master Big Leg (canine problems), so G.Mattress Antar obliged 
calling all to order. Then it’s “Who’s the W****r on the phone” it’s the GM doing a phone-a-friend draw 
for the scribe - and yeah.....you’ve guessed I lost. 

 “I hope you don’t miss the eighteen or so check-backs I’ve laid” says Bedsores as the pack trotted up 
the street. Computer or Ctrl Alt Delete (if you like) couldn’t face it all again so retired to the coffee 
lounge across the road. Eureka we’re on trail and looking for more dust came across a check in a 
kiddies play park – crafty. Headless chicken moment before a speck of dust is spotted  down the side 
of a bridge leading to a path going straight into Pegnut wood. After running round in circles from 
check-back to check-back with distant calls of ARE YOU for half an hour or so Klinger was the first to 
find the ON skirting past the twelfth hole at John O’ Gaunt golf course out of the woods and onto the 
B1040 and a check. The trail went across the road to another track and lordy knows where. Maybe 
Sandy heath? This is where googly maps played its part and led me back to the George & Dragon. 
Perfect timing its 1215 and the beer engines are pumping – magic - Timothy Taylor Landlord magic 
The pack got back in dribs and drabs over the next half hour or so and I don’t think anyone, except 
perhaps Dave the Rave managed, anywhere near to complete what, I can only say was a very 
obscure and confusing trail. Good one Bedsores you starred yet again! 

A small – only 20 hashers by now – circled up for the traditional post lube ceremony with the said 
hares getting down downs along with I’m not Driving, One for his Nob for destroying a check, Googly 
for a weather related sin, Taxi for getting his mucking words fuddled in the zoo and finally One for his 
Nob for completing 100 runs – congrats.  Now it’s ‘On the Piss’. 

 On On  -  Googly 

---------oo--------- 

 


